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Alderman Sir David Brewer CMG, Lord Lieutenant
of Greater London, was elected and duly installed
as Prime Warden for the year 2009/10 at the

Election Court on 30th July 2009. David Brewer is married
to Tessa who is a Liveryman of
the Musicians’ Company and a
Member of the Board of the City
Arts Trust. They have two
daughters, Olivia and Gabrielle. In
addition to their London house
David and Tessa have a home in
Cornwall where they both have
many interests locally and they take
pride in representing Cornwall in
London.
David Brewer was born in

Luton, grew up in Hampstead and
was educated at St Paul’s School
and the University of Grenoble.
He joined the insurance brokers
Sedgwick Collins in 1959. In
1976 he opened Sedgwick’s Japan
office in Tokyo where he lived
for three years. He subsequently
set up a similar office in China in
1981 and was at various times
Chairman of Sedgwick’s Chinese
and Japanese companies and a director of their
international development companies. Since that time
he has remained particularly involved with China. He
retired from Sedgwick in 2003 but remains as a
Consultant for the Asia Pacific region of Marsh Inc. His
office is now with International Financial Services,
London, where he is their Senior Consultant for Asia and

a member of both their Japan and their China Advisory
Group – which he founded.
David’s association with the City began at an early

age through his father, a Consultant at Bart’s. He was
admitted as an apprentice of the
Worshipful Company of Merchant
Taylors at the age of fourteen.
That was the beginning of a
lifelong love of and interest in the
Civic City. He became a Freeman
of the Merchant Taylors’ and of
the City of London in 1962 and
was admitted to the Livery in 1968.
He was Master of the Merchant
Taylors’ in the year 2000. He took
office as Lord Mayor of the City of
London in November 2005. After
relinquishing the position of Lord
Mayor he was appointed to the
order of Knights Bachelor.
In 1992 David was elected a

member of the Court of Common
Council for the Ward of Bassishaw
and in 1996 was elected Alderman
for that Ward. He has served on
manyCorporationCommittees and
represents the Corporation as a

Governor of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London, and is an Almoner of
Christ’s Hospital.
David has a particular interest in music and is a member

of the Advisory Council of the London Symphony
Orchestra, a Director of the City of London Sinfonia and
a Director of the Guildhall School Trust.

Prime Warden Sir David Brewer

The New Prime Warden

Atthe Election Court held on 30th July, retiring Prime
Warden Keith Gabriel thanked Members of the
Court for their support during his year in office and

especially the Third Warden, John McCuin, for his counsel
and contribution to Company affairs. He also made special
mention of the Beadle and the Clerk for their support.
Alderman Sir David William Brewer having previously

been nominated as Prime Warden for the year ensuing was
unanimously elected to that office and, having received his
badge of office from his predecessor, then assumed the
Chairmanship of the Court.
Mr Richard Chellew was elected Renter Warden, Mr

Keith Gabriel – Third Warden and Mr Donald Barker –
Fourth Warden.
The Prime Warden paid special tribute to Mr John

McCuin for his considerable contribution to the
Company through his sponsorship of the new Company
history and his support of the Company’s affairs
throughout his time as a Warden.

In the absence of the Father of the Company, Past Prime
Warden Mr B J M Iles congratulated the newly elected
Prime Warden on having attained the highest office of this
ancient Company and looked forward to his year in office.

The Election Court 2009

Election Court Dinner at Merchant Taylorsʼ Hall



The magnificent four hundred
year old Middle Temple Hall

with its splendid double hammer
beam roof was the venue for this
year’s Trafalgar Night Dinner
attended by a group of Liverymen

from the Company. The event is
held to commemorate the victory
of Nelson’s British fleet over the
French and Spanish fleets at the
Battle of Trafalgar in October 1805.
The Guest Speaker, Alan West,

Admiral the Lord West of Spithead,
former First Sea Lord and now
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for
Security and Counter-terrorism,
gave a fascinating address before
the evening drew to a close.
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London Bridge 800th Anniversary Fayre

This year marked the 800th
Anniversary of the opening of
the first stone London Bridge

by King John. Building began in
about 1176 during the reign of
Henry ll and was finished 33 years
later.
From the start the bridge was

intended to be an occupied structure
with the King having decreed that
rents from the shops and houses
should help with the maintenance.
To celebrate the anniversary, and as

part of the Lord Mayor’s Appeal, the
City of London Corporation decided
to close the Bridge to traffic for the
day and to hold a Mediaeval Fayre
and Sheep Drive.

On Saturday 11th July, some 250
walkers including the Father of the
Company, Peter Rayner, and Past
Prime Warden, Clifford Champion,
both suitably attired in smocks and
carrying shepherd’s crooks, led sheep
across the Bridge helping to raise
from this activity alone over £12,500
towards the Lord Mayor’s Appeal.
There were displays by twenty-two

Livery Companies and two Guilds.

The Worshipful Company of Black-
smiths was represented with three
fires and four forges, including the
Mediaeval forge of Hector Cole who
was dressed in period costume. He
was supported by ten blacksmiths
who enthralled the crowds through-
out the day with their skill. The
Company’s stand at the North end of
the Bridge provided an extensive
demonstration area and was the first
to be visited by the Lord Mayor.

The surplus from the Fayre will be
used for the benefit of the Lord
Mayor’s causes – the Lord’s Taverners
and the St. John’s Ambulance – on
his theme of “building lives, saving
lives”.
I would like to thank all the

blacksmiths who so willingly gave up
their time to ensure that the Company
and the craft were so well
represented.

Trafalgar Night Dinner 2009 The Editor

Christopher Jeal

Happy band of Blacksmiths

One of the forges on the Company stand

A snail nearing completion

Hector Cole in conversation with the Lady Mayoress

Photography by M. O’Sullivan
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This was the third year of the Worshipful Company of
Blacksmiths sponsoring the Trophy and the event this
year was held over a fine weekend in early October,

with the cadets staying overnight at Crowborough Training
Camp in East Sussex. Members of the Company were
present on both days.
Sea,Army andAir ForceCadetswere joined byCCFunits

from Alleyns and Royal Russell Schools. There were ten
participating teams in all. Archery and Raft Building were
added to the Competition this year which also included
Drill/Turnout, First Aid, Assault Course instruction,
CommandTasks andOrienteering . The raft buildingwas an
exercise against the clock and involved constructing a raft
using oil drums, planks of wood and rope. Proof of success
lay in paddling the raft around an island in a small lake.

The photograph speaks for itself and the often wet cadets
seemed to enjoy every moment of this particular task.
Sunday’s Command Task was a particularly testing time

where team leaders were required to convey a message
using a field wireless, first needing assembling, to
colleagues at the other endof the field,who thenhad to relay
themessage by semaphore to a bomb disposal teamwaiting
to be told which bombs had to be cleared.
At the final parade, Prime Warden David Brewer

presented the proud overall winner, the Royal Russell
School, with the Elworthy Trophy, the magnificent Battle of
Britain Commemorative Sword donated by Lord Elworthy.

The Elworthy Trophy Chris Childs

Visit to HMS Sultan

In September the Blacksmiths joinedthe Engineers, Fuellers, Founders,
Turners and Plumbers on a joint visit

to HMS Sultan at Gosport. We were
greeted by the Commanding Officer,
Commodore Rymer.
After basic training, would-be naval

engineers spend a year learning their
trade before spending three years on
their first ship applying their skills.
After this they return periodically to
HMS Sultan for further training in
practical skills, management and
leadership. By analysing teaching
methods at the establishment they
have achieved improved results and
reduced dropout. The system allows
young people with few qualifications

but with ability and drive to join and
work their way up to become Engineer
Officers.
We were shown practical and

theoretical training in engineering, and
demonstrations using state of the art
computer systems used in the control of
the latest ships. The Engineering Officer
on a modern warship is as likely to
reach for his laptop as a spanner to cure
a problem. HMS Sultan also trains
aircraft mechanics for the Navy, Army
and Airforce.
The visit ended with a touch of

nostalgia for ex-military men as they
watched groups of sailors, soldiers and
airmen being drilled on the parade
ground for a big parade the next day.

Adrian Oliver

Lt Caila Barnett RN proudly shows off the
anchor she made at the South of England Show

AFirst in theHistory of the Company

Cadets sailing their completed raft

Prime Warden Sir David Brewer with the winning team

At the Michaelmas Court Freeman Mr Terrence Clark FWCB and Freeman Mrs
Sally-Marie Clark were admitted as Liverymen of the Company. They became the
first husband and wife to be admitted to the Livery on the same day. As well as

enjoying the congratulations of all the Members at the Court meeting they were also
saluted by the many fellow blacksmiths at the Awards luncheon which followed.
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Greater London Lieutenancy

As Her Majesty’s representative in
Greater London the most high profile
duty is to arrange visits of members
of the Royal Family. These are always
a terrific pleasure and very enjoyable.
London is, of course, very busy and
each year we are involved in the
planning and execution of over a
hundred visits – and that is only
about ten per cent of those that occur!
Another significant duty is

presenting honours, medals and
awards on behalf of Her Majesty
The Queen. A few weeks ago I visited
Neasden Temple to present a Queen’s
Award for Voluntary Service to a
children’s forum recognising the
magnificent contribution made by
their volunteers. Also, I recently had
the pleasure of awarding a Queen’s
Commendation for Bravery to one
of the heroes of the 7/7 bombings.
Additionally, I am consulted by the
Cabinet Office to verify nominations
for honours from members of the
public, and to provide an assessment
of their suitability.
A third role is a reflection of our

historical links with the military. We
liaise closely with local units of the
Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Army,

Royal Air Force and, in particular,
their Volunteer Reserves and Cadet
Forces. Indeed, I am very fortunate to
meet many of our reserves whilst
attending events throughout London.
But just as impressive are the young
cadets I have met who certainly
inspire me and give me hope that the
youth of today are not all knife-toting
gang members
I am allowed to appoint Deputy

Lieutenants. These are local people
who have given suitable public
services, and they must live within
Greater London, or within seven
miles of the Boundary. They should
be representative of diverse cultures,
ethnicity and social range. As the
population of London is over seven
million I could have a hundred and
eighty but in fact I have just eighty
five. All of us are completely unpaid
and do not receive expenses but, of
course, it is a great honour to do the
duty.
I follow the example of Viscount

Alanbrooke, Lord-Lieutenant in the
1950s, who appointed one of his
Deputy Lieutenants to each of the
London Boroughs. This means that,
of the eighty five Deputy Lieutenants
I have, thirty two of them are
appointed as Representative Deputy
Lieutenants for the Boroughs. I
consider them my ‘worker bees’;
they work in the Boroughs, attending
civic and social events, often in
association with the Mayors. Some
Representative Deputy Lieutenants
officiate at Citizenship Ceremonies,
and in November they are very
involved in the Civic Remembrance
Day Services and wreath laying.

Over the last few years the
Lieutenancy has become more and
more involved with supporting
charities and other voluntary
organisations and this is now a
burgeoning area.

The photographs show the
uniform worn whilst on duty. It is
based on the dress uniform of a
General. However, a number of
duties are carried out in mufti and
when that is the case we wear a
tie which is in the silver and
red colours of the Lieutenancy and
also – when appropriate – a neck-
badge with the Tudor rose of the
Lieutenancy in the centre, and an
enamelled blue and white wavy line
around the outside to symbolise the
Thames.

David Brewer

The Greater London Lieutenancy was established in 1965,
following the reorganisation of London’s local government
when Middlesex became embodied within it. It consists of

thirty two London Boroughs [excluding the City] totalling six
hundred and twenty square miles and seven million residents.
In April 2008 I had the great good fortune to be appointed as
Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of Greater London, in succession to
Lord Imbert. This is anHonoraryOffice, appointed by theCrownon
the recommendation of the PrimeMinister.
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St Nicholas Cole Abbey

Early this year I was invited to
join the Lord Mayor’s Financial
Literacy Initiative to help

London children gain a grasp of
financial matters. This was to take
various formats from teaching them
how to open and operate a bank
account to helping them with
enterprise projects. I was thrown in at
the deep end to help three small, year
10 groups at Winchmore School,
Enfield, with the Make Your Mark
Competition, a world wide event with
seventy-seven countries involving
hundreds of schools and thousands of
children. Each participating school
has to hold an internal contest to see
which group of four or five children
will produce the best entrepreneurial
business idea, given a set list of
parameters. Their idea is then entered
in local, regional and national heats
before the world final
The day began with a fifteen

minute warm-up test including the
sales pitch on “how to sell ice to
Eskimos” – not an easy task. My job
was to help the three groups but not
to do the job for them. This was
difficult, as it is much easier forming
an idea than encouraging someone
else to form one and not just tell
them what to do. The girls group
won the task as they thought the
one thing never seen in an igloo
was a window. Their idea was to
make ice so pure it could be seen
through and, as that was something
Eskimos couldn’t do for themselves,
it was of value as not only could the
weather be seen, but also a polar bear
waiting outside to eat you.
Next the children had to come up

with an idea that had something to
do with their local area, green, carbon
negative, innovative and profitable.
In many ways it was probably easier
to sell ice to the Eskimos. The
problem was that everything they
thought of had already been done.
They could, however, re-use an
existing idea providing they put a
new spin on it and changed it
sufficiently to be something almost
new. The groups came up with the
following ideas: -

• A mobile phone that used solar
energy to recharge the battery, the
local element being that there is a solar
station locally.
• A device that alerted you if you
were more than three metres from it;
for instance if you left your bag on
a train. There would be a transmitter/
receiver in the bag and one on the
person, which would be connected
by blue-tooth and when you were out
of range the alarm in the bag would
sound. The power for the device
would be provided by kinetic energy
converters. The local elements were
transport in London and thieves
snatching bags in the area.
• Luminous equipment for football,
thereby saving the huge amount of
electricity used by floodlighting.
Lines and goal posts would be
marked with luminous paint and
shirts, shorts and boots would have
different luminous patterns for each
team. The ball would glow without
needing power. The local element
was that a local football celebrity
could sponsor the kit and it would
keep kids off the streets hence
reducing petty crime. It could also be
taken to underdeveloped countries
where they have little electricity.
Having decided on their ideas they

then had to come up with a sales
pitch, a full and proper business
plan, a marketing strategy and a

presentation to show that their idea
had the most merit, and all within
three hours! Once again my purpose
was to prompt and assist them in
producing something that worked in
principle and would be profitable.
Once the three groups had made

their decision about their ideas they
leapt at their computers and, frankly,
left me standing. Their ability was
staggering when it came to searching
the internet, producing slides on
Power Point and Photoshop, and their
general computer competency. Their
enthusiasm and healthy competition
was a delight to observe. They
listened and took onboard what the
other volunteer and I had to say.
The winning group on the day

were the footballers, who received
certificates and a medal each. I am
delighted to say that their idea was
then taken to the next round in the
competition which they also won.
They then went to the London
regional round on the 26th November
and the result is awaited.
Should anyone wish to become

involved with this enterprise I
strongly recommend they put their
name forward. The rewards of
working with these young people
are significant. I know that I was
supposed to be a volunteer helping
them, but I got as much from the day
as they did, if not more.

The Lord Mayor’s Financial Literacy Initiative
Michael Shepherd

Mike Shepherd with the winning team at Winchmore School

This initiative was launched by Alderman Ian Luder while Lord Mayor
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At the invitation of the Prime
Warden Sir David Brewer and
his wife, Tessa, a group of

Liverymen and their partners met on
the Mall in early October to see for
themselves the four magnificent

bronze, gas-lit, lanterns and thebronze
hand-railing made at the forge of
Fourth Warden Don Barker FWCB.

These were made to complement the
design of the recently completed
Memorial to the late Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother whose statue
now stands with that of her husband,
King George V1. The Memorial also

includes two attractive
bronze bas-reliefs depicting
events in the life of the
QueenMother.
We were given an

interesting talk by Tony
Dyson, one of the architects
who worked on the
project. The designer of
the Memorial, Dr Donald
Butress, was unfortunately
unable to join us. The bronze
statue of the Queen Mother
is by Philip Jackson and the
bronze bas-reliefs by Paul
Day. Don Barker gave an

enlightening account of the making
and installation of the lanterns, all four
of which carry the WCB Trade Mark

stamp, and the sixty-five metres of
handrails and pilasters.
After a thoroughly interesting time

at the Memorial the remainder of the
evening was spent over an enjoyable
supper at Just St James’s.

An Evening visit to the Mall

Almost a year ago the State of Victoria in Southern
Australia experienced terrifying raging bush fires
in which more than one hundred and seventy

people perished, seven thousand were made homeless,
whole towns were destroyed and communities were
overwhelmed with grief.
To remember those lost to the fires the Australian

Blacksmiths Association decided to “grow” a huge
sculptural gum tree which would have leaves and nuts
all made from metal. They launched an international
appeal for help, nominating Lucy Quinnell’s Fire and Iron
Gallery in Leatherhead as the collection point for European
donated leaves.

Europe’s response was extraordinary with beautiful
leaves and nuts arriving in Leatherhead from Belgium,
France, Germany, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, the
Ukraine and many other places. Every leaf is different and
signed by the blacksmith who made it. Men, women and
children as young as nine have taken part in the project,
inspired by friendship and compassion.
The Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths contributed

three leaves, two with the WCB stamp made by Henry
Pomfret and Don Barker. Plenty of fascinating stories have
accompanied the leaves and nuts – Lucy was particularly
struck by the provenance of
Richard Funnell’s leaf, forged
from a copper nail from the
poignantly named Thames barge,
Reminder.
So many hundreds of leaves

and nuts weigh a considerable
amount but Australian Airline,
Quantas, came to the rescue with
an offer of free carriage to Victoria
where the European contribution
joined leaves from the rest of
the world. On completion the
tree will create a stunning and
uplifting memorial.

The Editor

The Prime Warden talks with Don Barker

A lantern with the statue in silhouette

The Gum Tree Memorial Project

WCB mark

Lucy Quinnell

The leaves with the WCB stamp made by
Don Barker and Henry Pomfret
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The Stanley Allcard Cup

Award Win

Photography by

Presented by Chairman of the Craft Committee,
Richard Regan

Presented by the Fourth Warden,
Donald Barker
Diploma of Merit

The Paul Allen Award

The John Webb Cup

Blacksmith’ Army Cup

Michael Dunbill

Daniel Liggins

David Theobald

Steven Mitchell

Richard Weaver

Simon Summers

Callum Dingwall

Corporal Lee Price (REME)

The Requirements for Awards are described on ou
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M. O’Sullivan

Presented by the Renter Warden,
Richard Chellew
BronzeMedal

Simon Grant Jones

James Crossman

Keith Mahoney

Richard Jones

The Tonypandy Cup
– see page 10

David Tucker

Reserve Champion
Blacksmith

Champion Blacksmith

Reserve National
Champion Blacksmith

National Champion
Blacksmith

Graham ChaplinNigel Barnett

Terence Clark and
Alan Dawson

Presented by the Prime Warden, Sir David Brewer
Silver Medal

ur website www.blacksmithscompany.org.uk

Eric Lamprell

The Pillar of Friendship
contributors

Presented by the Third Warden,
Keith Gabriel

National Championship Blacksmith

Michael Maxen
No picture available
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Award Winners 2009
The Tonypandy Cup

Roy Abbott
Jacqueline Abbott
Nigel Barnett
Elspeth Bennie

Sally Clark
Terry Clark
Bill Cordaroy
Alan Dawson

Alan Evans
Bethan Griffiths
David and
Rosemary Hufton

David James
Adrian Legge
Tim Mackereth
Fran Mackereth

Peter Parkinson
Henry Pomfret
Mike Roberts
Patricia Robinson

Graham Robinson
Andrew Rowe
Proctor Taylor
Chris Topp

CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION were awarded to:

Sergiy Polubotko (Ukraine)
“Two square plates represent creative and technical thinking. One is more
frivolously forged while the other is plainer. The sphere in the centre is the
universe, which joins them. The big sphere is a macro world – our world, and
consists of smallermicroworlds…–ourproblems, desires, strivings, goals, attitudes.”
Team: David Bird, John Boag, Stephane Chevalier,Colin Dray, Richard Grieve,
Mike Hogg, Shona Johnson, Paul Mikula, Urs Teuschler, Matthias Wikli.

Rick Smith (USA)
“A handshake represents a coming together of minds, an acknowledgement of
another person's presence; a greeting, an agreement, a commitment and unity.
People or nations facing each other, taking hold of and shaking each other's right
hand.”
Team: Adam Booth, Bill Cordaroy, Peter Crownshaw, Einat Halevy,
David Hyde, Les Jordan, Oliver Leng.
Jim Horrobin (UK)
“The theme of Friendship led me to think about handshakes; the pineapple is a
symbol of goodwill, friendship and hospitality. In my piece the pineapple has
started to grow, to blossom. I designed the panel so that it could be created by
people with different levels of experience in forging – so anyone could give me
‘a hand’ if they wished.”
Team: Roy Abbott, Denise Axelsen, Iain Beck, Becca Clark, Clive Diggens,
Joe Knight, Steve Rook.

Bethan Griffiths (UK)
“This circle of friends welcomes you by holding out an open hand (one each
side of the aperture), the hand of friendship, for you to come and take hold and
in doing so join in & share the joy that friendship offers. No two circles are the
same. We often reaffirm our friendship with our hands… emblems of what
holds circles of friends together.”
Team: Russell Claridge, Georges Codina, Graham Grasse, Charles Kendal,
Brian Russell, Ivan Russell, Axel Stewart.

Uri Hofi (Israel)
“The galaxies go around in a spiral movement. We find the spiral everywhere;
in the fauna and flora, in living creatures and innature all aroundus. In this piece
we have forged and created a new form of life, as can happen every day with
evolution. New ‘animals’ based on the spiral that will have to live in ‘Peace &
Friendship’ within the frame of the Pillar – to demonstrate the only way to live
in peace…”
Team: Jonathan Ball, Henry Charles, Matthew Hallet, Fritz Kramer,
Will O’Brien, Alan Perry, Maarten Pieterviuypers.

Heiner Zimmermann (Germany)
“The symbolic meaning of the square frame is the perfect static construction and
limitation of space through borders. It also stands for North, South, East &West
and the four seasons. The Moebius strip symbolises perfection; continuation
of all beings in nature. No start – no end: eternity. The people represent
‘Friendship’ – relationships of all kinds in our limited lifetime…”
Team: Uri Ayalo, Russell Claridge, David Hesketh, Barnaby Jay, Phil Johnson,
Cherrie Taylor, Jonathan White.

Adrian Wood (UK)
“I wanted to use circles to symbolise the friendship that binds the
blacksmithing community, that has the ability to see beyond race, religion
and colour. I wanted to see the arrows burst from the globe and spread out onto
the pillar and show the energy and vigour of smiths around the world.”
Team: Colm Bagnall, Mike Budd, Lee Knibbs, Pat Robinson, Matt Snape,
Alexander Wedekind, Ned Willet.

Khier Aker (Palestine)
“The design has two heads, back to back joined through the neck with a bolt. The two
heads represent everyone on earth;… together under the sun,… very much bolted
together; yet how tightlyweare bolted is up tous.Wehave thepower to either tighten
or loosen the bolt, hence… olive leaves, representing peace, and the spanner at each
end giving us the power of choice to tighten or loosen the connection.”
Team: Rob Garlick, Joe Knight, Carol Leonard, Stephen Murphy, Peat Oberon,
Alan Perry, Rachel Rosen.

Martin Breidenbach (Germany)
“Six humans, moving, dancing and touching each other. Together they are building
the shape of a ball, the shape of the world.”
Team:Mark Christophe, Kate Dinneen, Henry Garcia, Etiene Gras, Hannelora
Johansson, Daniel Nickels, Bromley O’Hare, Graham Robinson, Daniel Zwissler.

Abed Abdi (Palestine)
“The iron reflects the relations between individuals and societies. I used rounded
pieces of glass as a special element. The iron reflects, through theglass, the relations
between individuals and societies; harmony andwaves, meeting and continuity.”
Team: Denise Axelsen, Roger Barnard, Maxime De Maria, Vincent Jack,
Zacharya Leck, Adrian Legge, Mike Nash.

Lucy Quinnell (UK)
“It was some sort of miracle when in Hiroshima, not far from the centre of the
explosion, a Gingko tree sprouted in the ensuing Spring. Today, the now
magnificent tree is seen both as a memorial and a symbol for peace, sensibility
and hope for a better and peaceful future. The figures are different colours, and
represent a ‘melting pot’ group of people, each holding aloft a Gingko leaf. They
stand under the ‘same sky’ and one sun, which is breaking through the clouds.”
Team: Adam Boydell, Maxime De Maria, Jude Gres, Stephane Le Grand,
Stephen Lunn, Stephen Murphy, George Quinnell-Harcombe.

Francisco Gazitua (Chile)
“All the parts of the sculpture are free to go or to stay, as there is no welding in
my sculpture. They are together because every part needs the others to exist in
harmony. All the pieces of steel are united only by an aesthetic necessity; the
common search for beauty. The same happens in true friendship.”
Team:Will Catcheside, Michael Haase, John Stringer, Jake Strieter, Aarin
Vigardt, Jeff Wallin.

Igor Andruchin (Russia)
“My piece, called ‘Druzhba’ – friendship – symbolises the difference and
similarity, the difficulties and dramatic beauty of human relations between
different cultures, the necessity of co-existence.”
Team: Brad Allen, Kevin Boys, Bill Cordaroy, Hugh Jones, Ian Lowe,
Will Normandale, Tim Puddephat, John Snow.

Helen Roberts (UK)
“My design represents the coming together of people from all over the world, forging
friendships, learning and working towards a single goal.”
Team: Peter Aberson, Henry Charles, Peter Clutterbuck, Lilith Green,
Oliver Leng, Peter Parkinson, John Regoné, Renatus, Reto Zurcher.

This year the special panel of judges set up to assess the pieces
nominated decided to make theAward to the Smiths instrumental
in the creation of the Pillar of Friendship, which is presently on

display in the City of Liverpool during the Liverpool Biennial
Festival of ContemporaryArt, and also to the Patrons of the Pillar,
David and Rosemary Hufton.

Photograph by courtesy of BABA
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Istarted work at the age of fifteen sweeping the floors ofthe forge in Ashurstwood on Saturdays for a Mr Fred
Grantham. On leaving school I applied to work full

time but as there was no vacancy I went to an engineering
factory, where I found myself sweeping floors and making
tea but I also learnt how to weld with arc and gas welders.
After about nine months I was offered a job back at the
forge. My notice to the factory went in very promptly and
a week later I began work at the forge but not before being
interviewed, and this was an eye-opener. Mr Grantham
turned to me and said – "Well boy, there’s an apron, put it
on and there's the horse"! Having never been under the
belly of such a thing before I was dumbfounded. The
interview began with Mr Grantham bellowing orders to do
this, then that, like a Sergeant Major. With sweat pouring
fromme and my knees giving way I learnt quickly how not
to upset the horse as well as the man in charge. Two and a
half hours later the interview finished with me very red in
the face - but the job was mine!
Later I did a five-year apprenticeship including three

years at technical college on a welding course. On finishing
I had to pass my tradesman test involving a series of
forging tasks as well as welding. My examiner was Mr
Arthur Landon from Jarvis Brook, Crowborough (whom
I hold in very high esteem). The task I undertook was to
make a pair of working fire tongs, three quarter inch square
jumped up corner, scrollwork of different types and so on.
This was to be done on Saturday mornings at his forge, but
to attain the high standard he required the work took four
Saturdays to achieve instead of the expected two!
I was nowworking with Ken and John, Fred Grantham’s

sons, carrying out the full range of jobs which included
shoeing horses as well as the ornamental side, but after
nine to ten years I felt more inclined to abandon shoeing
and follow Ken Grantham into the art form of metalwork,
and for which I could not have wished for a better tutor.
Along the way Ken Grantham asked me to make some

pieces which he put forward with an application for me to

join the Guild of Sussex Craftsmen. I was accepted and
have now been a member for many years during which
time I have had the good fortune to discover some
exceptional skills.
I now run the forge at Ashurstwood and am proud of

the several firsts I have achieved with my work at County
Shows across the country. The Worshipful Company of
Blacksmiths awarded me their Bronze Medal which
entitles me to use the initials F.W.C.B. (Fellow of the
Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths) along with the
privilege of judging other smiths’ work. I am a Freeman of
the City of London and a Liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Blacksmiths.
Over the years my work has included making entrance

gates for Sir Elton John's Windsor residence, restoration of
the front and rear entrances of Oldlands Hall, Herons
Ghyll, Sussex and, presently, restoration of three pairs of
gates with overthrows and main support columns with
railings for the stable block at Firle Place.
The job is never boring as there are so many diverse

aspects and always something new to learn.

Ed: Shortly after this article was written Eric Lamprell was
awarded the Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths’ Silver Medal
presented to him at the Company’s Awards Lunch in Merchant
Taylors’ Hall.

Eric Lamprell FWCB

Our visit to the South of England
Show got off to an excellent start

when we were mistakenly waved into
the executive car park, a stone’s throw
from the entrance gate.
The day got even better when we

saw the Blacksmith’s stand, now larger
than ever with space for five forges, a
large external display area and a
marquee housing a really impressive
display of the Blacksmith’s art. Much
of this has been achieved through the
effort of Mike Demianow and the
stand deservedly won the award for
the second best exhibit at the show.
The South of England Show is a

major event for Blacksmiths and on

a baking hot day they combined
demonstrations of their craft with
renewing friendships. Visiting Livery-
men were also made most welcome.
A competition to produce an item
from a tiny piece of metal resulted
in fierce but friendly rivalry and

some extraordinarily artistic work.
The Naval Liaison Officer, Lt.Caila

Barnett from HMS Sultan with which
the Company has strong links,
arrived in uniform but was swiftly
persuaded to change into working
gear and try her hand at the forge
where, under expert tuition, she
forged an anchor. Perhaps next year
she will return to make the ship to go
with the anchor.
Later, walking around the vast

showground, I was pleased to see that
the Young Craftsman of the Year
Award had been won by an eighteen
year old from the Camilla Botnar
Foundation, for an ironwork gate.

South of England Show 2009 Adrian Oliver

Eric Lamprell at his forge

Lt Caila Barnett RN at the forge
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In order tomaintain the correct balancewe liaised closely
both with the Project Manager for the Remembrance
Garden,Neil Everall, andwith the RAFASecretary-General,
Air Vice-Marshal Grahame Jones CBE. They visited the
forge on a regular basis to sign-off various aspects of the
design and its realisation, so the whole project was a very
collaborative affair.
Lines of longitude and latitude in stainless steel round

bar make up the globe, measuring approximately 800mm
in diameter, to which the continents are welded in place.
Making the continents was challenging as it involved
cutting shapes from flat sheet that, only when dished
(using a gas forge and fly press) to fit the globe, would
appear recognisable. Because of its size and position, the
Europe-Siberia-Asia landmass was harder still to shape
but was eventually achieved by means
of a series of TIG-welded curved strips
– rather like orange peel segments.
Atop the globe stands the eagle, over

1500mm tall, made up of some 1600
feathers of different shapes and sizes
made from laser cut blanks, into which
detailing was forged by hand, under
the power hammer or by using an air
chisel for the smallest ones. Each
feather was individually welded into
position on the eagle’s skeleton, after
which heat was applied to the feathers
so that they could be shaped to fit
the eagle’s contours. The eagle’s eyes,
beak, and claws were forged from solid
bar, and its head (having first been
modelled in plasticene!) was formed
using repoussé techniques before being
dressed with feathers.
It was exciting watching the piece

come to life during the time it took
our team (Olly Boyett, Darren Pullen

and Amos Stewart) to complete but it was more than
simply the scale of the project and the technical and
artistic challenges involved that made it special for us.
Tim, my husband, served 22 years in the Royal Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers (REME) before becoming a
blacksmith, and my own father served in the RAF as a
Lancaster navigator during WW2 and had been a lifelong
member of the RAFA. Sadly, he passed away just two
weeks before we were formally awarded the commission,
but he was in my thoughts throughout its creation.
Once complete, the eagle and globe were ready for

electro-polishing. Fortunately, both elements fitted into the
polishing tank with enough space for the electrodes to be
properly positioned. To avoid any ferrous contamination in
bringing the whole piece back to the forge, we took it

straight to the National Memorial
Arboretum where the eagle was
lowered gracefully by a teleporter onto
its perch and bolted in place in a matter
of minutes.
Over a thousand members of the

RAF past and present attended the
opening ceremony together with other
guests. Tim and I were thrilled to be
amongst the guests. In his address
following the opening ceremony, the
RAFA President expressed his thanks
for Anwick Forge’s contribution to the
Remembrance Garden, which was met
by an enthusiastic round of applause.
Phew!
It has been an honour and a privilege

to help create this very special
memorial and the many compliments
and words of congratulation we have
received from individual RAFA
members have made us feel very proud
– and very humble.

The Eagle has landed Fran Mackereth

After several months work, Anwick Forge completed the electro-polished
stainless steel eagle perched, with its wings aloft, on top of the globe that
constitutes the central feature of the RAF Association’s (RAFA) Remembrance

Garden at the National Memorial Arboretum in Alrewas. The garden was officially
opened on 28th September by HRH The Princess Royal in a spectacular ceremony that
included a fly-past by a Spitfire and the Red Arrows.

The imposing monument is essentially a
three-dimensional interpretation of the RAFA’s
emblem. It presented quite a challenge as the
emblem had previously only ever been depicted
in two dimensions. A degree of artistic licence
had to be exercised in realising, for example, the
eagle’s back as well as its overall body shape.
We had to keep constantly inmind that it needed
to be as faithful a representation of the emblem
as possible, and also take account of the emblem itself only being an
artist’s impression of an eagle, which meant that it also had to be sufficiently
eagle-like to stand up to the scrutiny of those unfamiliar with the RAFA
emblem. Quite a difficult balancing act to achieve!

Eagle completed back and
shoulders

Globe construction

The completed eagle and globe on its plinth
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The first WCB Forge-in was held
over a weekend last July at Lucy
Quinnell’s Fire & Iron Gallery

on the outskirts of Leatherhead,
Surrey. A Forge-in is an occasion for
blacksmiths to come together, to
socialise andwatchdemonstrations by
experts. This particular occasion was
for Liverymen to meet blacksmiths
in their working environment and to
try their hand at forging.
Over refreshments in the garden

of Rowhurst, Lucy and Adam’s
picturesque 13th Century house, in
which a wonderful assortment of
sculptural ironwork is displayed, we
were told of the plan for the day
ahead which was to include tuition
in blacksmithing, lots of good food,
good company, fun and a huge Hog
Roast in the evening – all with
suitable liquid intake!

Arriving shortly before lunch I was
told firmly by one of my fellow Court
Members that although I hadn’t put
my name down for the afternoon
session, I would be having a lesson!
Knowing my limitations, which my
wife Anne publicly confirmed with
the comment that I am useless at
anything with my hands, I had
intended taking lessons in a less
public venue on a one to one basis!!
After a very good lunch and some

wine I was issued with goggles, an
apron and gloves – essential safe-
guards – and waited for a forge and,
most importantly, a tutor. Ken Miller
FWCB volunteered to take me on
and my voyage of discovery began.
The theme for the afternoon was
“something for the garden” and Ken
asked me what I wanted to make

Ken was brilliant and after he
explained some basics – my first
attempt at blacksmithing began. I
chose to make a bracket for a
hanging basket and learnt how to let
hammer and anvil do the work, to
hold and use the hammer to spread,
shape and mould the iron, to avoid
hammer marks, to make a right
angle and to curl the metal to make
a support, and mark with a chisel to
finish it off. Most importantly I
learnt how to avoid burning the iron
and to make clean shapes and wire
brush it off.
It was the most satisfying

experience I could have had and I was
fortunate to win a prize (first prize
in fact! – Ed) which really made the

occasion special and I recommend all
Liverymen who are not Blacksmiths
to try their hand at making at least
one piece – it is a great experience
and an insight into this ancient Craft.
Courses for beginners and those
more advanced are held regularly at
the Fire & Iron Gallery.
Our thanks go to Lucy and Richard

Quinnell for their hospitality, to the
supervising blacksmiths –Don Barker,
who also provided the pure iron
for the occasion, Ken Miller, Steve
Miller and Steve Rook – to Bob Hobbs
(holder of theCompany’sGoldMedal)
for judging the competition, Peter
Parkinson for his demonstrations,
Mike Demianow, Shelley Thomas
and Eamon Kenward.

Try your hand at the Forge Richard Regan

Company Smiths with their students

Ken Miller FWCB instructing Richard Regan

Don Barker FWCB assisting the Editorʼs wife, Marion
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Despite four days of almost
constant rain and mud
everywhere the Royal Welsh

Show was still a raging success
enjoyed by everyone. The Welsh
really showed the world that rain
was not going to spoil their fun. We
went on Tuesday and Thursday as the
show is too big to be seen in a day.
On Tuesday the ground was soggy
but grass was still visible; by
Thursday there was little more than
mud yet none of the show ring events
were cancelled and judges wearing
wellies and big smiles waded out to
present prizes – quite a sight.
The Blacksmiths’ area was very

popular with live forging being
demonstrated. In the static display
area it was a pleasure listening to
visitors discussing the various pieces
and the fact they could see which
pieces had won prizes made for
interesting discussion about the
difference between a piece pleasing
on the eye compared with one that
was technically good. Visitors were
encouraged to judge and the many
remarks on cards put in the “pick

your best in show box” was evidence
of their appreciation of the skill
applied in forging the pieces.

The live forging competitions drew
many spectators and the fact that
one of the competitors was a young,
slightly built female in her late
teens was an excellent reflection on
the future the craft. Watching the
Blacksmiths forging, visitors saw the
skill and effort applied and comments
in the static display area after the
competition were of a very different

nature and far more appreciative.
After the live competition our two

children were allowed to have a go
at forging. They were eleven and
twelve at the time but, despite being
a trifle shy to be standing in front
of an audience, happily donned
protective gear and were delighted
to have the champion blacksmiths as
their instructors. Apart from holding
the metal while it was heating the
instructors just pointed to what
needed to be hammered and in
what direction. To my surprise the
audience remained and were
fascinated by the new spectacle. The
experience was something that the
children will never forget and they
have since had further lessons.
All in all, the Royal Welsh Show

was a great couple of days out and
well worth the trip. It would be
wonderful to see more Liverymen
supporting the Shows. It is advisable
to check before going to the Show on
which days the Blacksmiths will be
giving demonstrations because at the
Royal Welsh Show they share the
forge area with the Farriers.

Michael Shepherd

Ben and Elizabeth Shepherd proudly displaying
the results of their forging

Blacksmiths proudly display their art and give live
demonstrations at County Shows across the country
and always welcome Liverymen from the Company

which provides support for their craft through prizes and
bursaries.
If you have never been to a County Show, here are some

tips on how to make the most of your visit.
Show dates are always published in our Newsletters

and can also be found on the Company website
www.blacksmithscompany.org.uk. Why not combine a
visit to a County Show with a stay in a farmhouse B & B
in an area you would like to visit?
Visit the Show’swebsite fordetails of how toget there and

other information. To help you plan your visit, print off a
plan of the showground layout which will probably also
provide details of events taking place each day.
Avoid the rush – due to their popularity, queues in and

out of showgrounds tend to occur mid morning and late
afternoon. To avoid jams, arrive when the show opens (not
an hour later) or late morning and leave mid afternoon or
wait until after the rush.
Weather – these are outdoor events so if you can be

flexible over the day of your visit, all the better, otherwise
– be prepared! Car parks and most of the showground will
be grass, though some walkways will be tarmac or gravel.
Sensible clothing and footwear and an umbrella are highly
recommended. If the forecast is for sun, don’t forget the

sun cream as you will probably be spending a fair amount
of time in the open.
Take cash as well as cards for purchases. There will be

innumerable things to buy from organic burgers to Jacuzzis.
Buy a Show brochure at the gate; it will be invaluable for

finding your way around and for finding out what’s on
when and where.
At the Blacksmiths’ stand introduce yourself as a

Liveryman of the Company. Many Liverymen already visit
the County Shows but do not always make themselves
known. Don’t be shy, the working blacksmiths are a
friendly bunch and might even let you try your hand.
For a townie like me, the County Show gives an

interesting insight into the farming world combined with
attractions for all the family.

County Shows – a visitor’s guide

The Blacksmithsʼ Stand at the Royal Norfolk Show

Adrian Oliver
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Obituaries
John Christopher Smith MA(Cantab) 1938 – 2009 Prime
Warden 2005 – 2006

OakhamSchool Chapel, Rutland,was full on 21st July for
the Memorial Service for John Smith. Representatives

from all aspects of his life were in attendance, not least the
professional blacksmithsmany ofwhomhad travelled far to
pay their respects to the man who had so wholeheartedly
supported the craft. The Service was led by the Reverend
John Taylor, the School Chaplain.
In his reminiscences Brian Smith, John’s brother,

commented on John’s determination that had been
apparent from a young age (for example continuing to
play rugby with a broken wrist) and which had sustained
him through his long battle with illness.
That same determination was evident again when he

celebrated Father’s day with all the family a few weeks
before his death and his attendance at Westminster Hall
for the ceremony of his son, Liveryman Christopher
Smith, being appointed Queen’s Counsel. That was just
days before his death.
John enjoyed academic and sporting success at Oakham

School. He was captain of the Rugby First XV and played
cricket for the school. His reputation as a sportsman was
considerable. (I recall John telling me after one dinner that
a Master he met had said he remembered playing against
John at school). His academic ability secured him a place
at Clare College, Cambridge to read engineering. This was
after a ‘gap’ year not spent travelling but working in the
shoe machinery industry.
Brian recalled how, with John and their sister, they had

run the family dairy and milk distribution successfully and
amicably for decades. He related two instances of John’s
skills. A new machine had been delivered capable of
bottling milk at a very high speed. It did not function
properly so John devised a modification. It worked and
the manufacturer incorporated it into all future models.
On another occasion John was on a rugby tour on the

Isle of Man and was desperately needed to solve another
engineering problem. There was no means of contacting
him. However, a call to the Chief Constable of Leicester

meant that a policeman on the island was despatched to
the rugby ground to ask for John Smith. The game was
halted and with some reluctance – not knowing the reason
– John was identified and the situation explained. A
helicopter had been arranged to bring him back to Leicester
and the problem was solved.
The Very Reverend Vivienne Faull, Dean of Leicester,

gave the address. She recalled the definition of benevolence
given in the Gospels by Christ. She reflected that generosity
with humility was John’s style and it echoed the Christian
teaching. She outlined the assistance that John had given to
many local organisations: not least the beautiful and
functional gates for the St. Martin’s area at the Cathedral.
She had dedicated them on Sunday 14th May 2006 when
the Company visited Leicester for the Prime Warden’s
weekend.
The Service finished with the Blacksmiths’ Song as sung

at our Banquet each year. The soloist was Dominic Barrand
who has sung it for many years past for us. At the
conclusion we almost expected a voice from above to invite
us to sing the last verse and chorus “One more time ….”
After the service over refreshments served on the green

outside the Chapel all those who had attended were able to
exchange stories of how John had affected their lives.
While we extend our sympathies to Louise and John’s

family we hope she can draw consolation from John’s
obvious achievements and capacity for friendship so fully
displayed at the Memorial service.

Christopher Jeal

John Smith whilst Prime Warden with working blacksmiths on the
Blacksmithsʼ float at the Lord Mayorʼs Show

Ernest Jabez Hoskin died on 17th
September 2009 just two days after
his 89th birthday. He had been
unwell for some while and so unable

to attend Company events in recent
years. He was admitted to the
Livery in 1980 and as a Civil Servant
had helped guide the legislation

that established Value Added Tax
through the House of Commons. We
extend our sympathy to his widow
and family.

New Liverymen
We were pleased to welcome David George James to

the livery at the Midsummer Court. He is a professional
blacksmith based at Rothwell in Northamptonshire.
David is the holder of a Silver Medal from the Company
and that attests to his skills as a blacksmith.
It seems that thewords “another unique occasion in the

Company’s history” appearwith remarkable frequency in
these columns.
Once again we can record an unprecedented event at

the Michaelmas Court when Terry Clark and Sally Clark
were admitted to the Livery. Terry became a Freeman of

the Company in 1996 and is the holder of a Silver Medal.
As well as a blacksmith of remarkable skill he is, this year,
Chairman of BABA.
Sally was appointed a Companion of the Company in

2006 as recognition of her enormous contribution to the
craft as editor of the British Artist Blacksmith Association
(BABA) Newsletter.
It is a pleasure to welcome three Liverymen who

have achieved so much for the craft and we look
forward to seeing them at many future Company
functions.

Photography by M. O’Sullivan
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Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths’ Shop

Show Dates 2010
North Somerset Show May 3rd
Devon County Show May 20th, 21st, 22nd
Royal Bath and West Show June 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th
Royal Cornwall Show June 10th, 11th, 12th
South of England Show June 10th, 11th, 12th
Three Counties Show June 18th, 19th, 20th
Royal Highland Show June 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th
Royal Norfolk Show June 30th-July 1st
Great Yorkshire Show July 13th, 14th, 15th
Royal Welsh Show July 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd
New Forest Show July 27th, 28th, 29th
Edenbridge and Oxted Show August 29th, 30th
Dorset County Show September 4th, 5th

SHOWS IN ITALICS ARE SUPPORTED BY THE WBC
BUT ARE NOT ON THE NBCC CIRCUIT

Diary of Events 2010

Copies of photographs
Copies of the excellent photographs taken by Michael

O’Sullivan, of the Awards Luncheon and other formal
events and reproduced in the Newsletter can be obtained
directly from: www.michaelosullivanphotography.co.uk

or michaelphotography@tiscali.co.uk
Telephone: 020 8363 8350

Epiphany Court & Luncheon 14th January 2010
Wardens’ Court 18th February 2010
United Guilds’ Service 19th March 2010
Ladyday Court & Luncheon 25th March 2010
ANNUAL BANQUET 16th April 2010
Wardens’ Court 6th May 2010
Summer Event 14th - 16th May 2010
Election of Sheriffs 24th June 2010
Midsummer Court and Luncheon 1st July 2010
Election Court 29th July 2010
Wardens’ Court 9th September 2010
Election of the Lord Mayor 29th September 2010
Michaelmas Court and
Awards Luncheon 21st October 2010

Lord Mayor’s Show 13th November 2010
Wardens’ Court 25th November 2010
Carol Service – tbc 9th December 2010

Promotion For Liveryman Patrick Sanders OBEDSO
We offer our congratulations to Lt Colonel Patrick Sanders
OBE who was awarded the Distinguished Service Order in
July 2008, for his promotion to Brigadier.

Patron: John Barber DL MRICS

The past year has been a great success for the Tab
Centre, with the opening of the A114 Recruitment
Project in May, with Stephen Timms (MP) as

principal guest, and the continuing work of the Tab
Centre within the community.
We aremuch indebted toRev SarahParry andAndrew

Sanalitro who have put muchwork into each project and
have attracted the interest and support of City of London
liveries and institutions. The coming year will be a
challenge but one which can be met with the support
of everybody.
Ed. The Tab is an innovative and exciting charity situated

just off Shoreditch High Street in Tower Hamlets. It is a
Christian Church and a Community Centre dedicated to
inclusion for all. It creates a base for diverse charities
addressing major social issues.

The Tab Centre

At the time of going to press we learnt that Robert Guy
Shillingford, Honorary Court Member and well known
City figure, has died. An obituary will appear in the next
issue of the Newsletter

Bob Shillingford

Editor: Nigel Whitehead
e-mail: nigelbw@tiscali.co.uk

Telephone: 01580 713302


